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Melina Davies treats everyone like family. Stop by her house and she'll whip you up a fluffy,
buttery vegetable quiche with fresh greens in a homemade dressing. Visit her wildly popular L.A.
restaurant and marketplace, Olive & Thyme, and she'll come by your table to see how you're
enjoying your avocado and burrata toast. Ask her for tips on hosting the in-laws for dinner, and
she'll walk you through her juicy roast chicken with thyme and which wine to serve and music to
play. A consummate host and lauded chef, Davies brings her love of togetherness to Olive &
Thyme, where the vibe is relaxed and warm and the food is fresh and delicious. Davies brings
that same passion to her book, Olive & Thyme, which shares her most popular recipes (drawn
from French, Californian, Italian, and Middle Eastern influences), along with her breezy, practical
entertaining advice. With stunning photos by Ann Elliott Cutting and a foreword by chef Jet Tila
(Chopped, Cutthroat Kitchen), Olive & Thyme is the ingredient every kitchen needs: a fun,
inspirational guide to enjoying what matters most in life—family, friends, good food, and music.

Featured in the LAist Foodish Holiday Gift Guide“Clean. Elegant. Delicious. Melina Davies
delivers an exceptional experience with her Olive & Thyme restaurants, and now, in sharing her
personal stories and techniques in her cookbook, she gives us the gift of great dishes to prepare
at home for friends and family.”―Keanu Reeves, actor, publisher, and author“Melina Davies
turned what was to be a simple café into an LA institution. Accessible, thoughtful, and delicious,
her cookbook will make you look like a genius at your next dinner party. This is how we should all
be eating and cooking.”―Vinny Dotolo, James Beard Award–winning chef and restaurateur (Jon
& Vinny’s, Animal, Son of a Gun, and more), and co-author of Two Dudes, One Pan"Davies, a
Southern California restaurateur, delivers on her commitment to unfussy food in this welcoming
book…Beginner and occasional cooks will be able to execute the recipes in this charming
volume with confidence.”― Publisher's Weekly“Does our family go to Olive & Thyme every day?
Maybe. And by maybe, I mean yes. Melina Davies knows what gathering for a meal means to so
many of us. It’s a chance for our family and friends to share a rare, calm moment together to
laugh, talk, and soothe our souls with delicious, beautiful food made with love. The fact that we
can now make some of her magic at home makes me feel warm and fuzzy. Will this mean we go
into Olive & Thyme less? Maybe. And by maybe―I mean, see you tomorrow morning, Melina.”―
Melissa McCarthy, actor, writer, and fashion designer“I’ve been a fan of Melina Davies and Olive
& Thyme for years, and I’m so excited about this book! Finally, I can enjoy the recipes in my own
home.”―Jet Tila, chef, Food Network star, and author of 101 Asian Dishes You Need to Cook
Before You Die“Melina Davies’ gift―Olive & Thyme―shares a simple, heartfelt, delicious plate of
life and connection.”―Della Gossett, executive pastry chef at Spago“I’ve been going to Olive &
Thyme for the last eight years for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Now, I get to have Melina’s



delicious food in the comfort of my own home. She’s not only helping people cook tasty meals,
she’s solving the Los Angeles traffic problem.”Eric Stonestreet, actor and star of Modern
Family“With Olive & Thyme, Melina Davies will inspire the “accidental” chef in everyone! As soon
as you open Melina’s book, you are invited into learning not just about delicious recipes that
create splendid little meals with little fuss, but understanding that a love for cooking can summon
our closest friends and family to spend time together around a table.”―Matt Molina, James
Beard Award–winning chef, restaurateur, and co-author of The Mozza Cookbook --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorMelina Davies is a self-taught cook who left a
career in the movie industry in 2011 to open a tiny café called Olive & Thyme in Toluca Lake,
California, later moving to a much larger location just up the street, and most recently opening a
second restaurant. The daughter of Armenian immigrants and a graduate of the University of
Southern California, Davies lives in Studio City, California, with her husband and their two young
children.Ann Elliott Cutting is a professional photographer based in Pasadena, California. She’s
on the photography faculty of Art Center College of Design, is a ceramicist, and, to really round
things out, is also a molecular biologist who has worked at Caltech.Ashley Barrett is an L.A.-
based photographer whose work has appeared in such magazines as Glamour, Lucky, and
ELLE. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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This book is dedicated to the loves of my life:My husband, Christian, and my beautiful children,
Jagger and River.Without your patience and love I would have never been able to follow my
passion.Mom and Dad, you taught me the meaning of hard work and sacrifice. The traditions
you imbedded in me will be passed down for generations.I will forever be humbled to cook a
meal and sit around a table with you.

ContentsForewordSoulful Takes on Everyday ClassicsNancy SilvertonIntroductionThe Power of
a Good Meal with Family &
FriendsDAYBreakfastBrunchLunchNIGHTAppetizersMainsSidesDESSERTSENTERTAININGMy
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Melina (center), not long before she started cooking dinner for her family.ForewordSoulful Takes
on Everyday ClassicsNancy SilvertonAfter a long day, a working spouse returns home and
wafting aromas hit them as soon as they open the front door. The children of this family come
home soon afterward, and those lingering, tantalizing fragrances greet them, too. This is a scene
played out nightly across America, indeed across the world, as it did on television screens
showing the folksy shows of my youth.The gigantic difference between Father Knows Best or
The Dick Van Dyke Show and the scene above was that at the home of Melina Davies in Los
Angeles, the one cooking that dinner was her, and she was eight years old.While her
schoolmates were watching Scooby-Doo, Melina was soaking in the cooking shows of Julia
Child and Jacques Pépin. She took to Julia and Jacques with an enthusiasm that would carry
her through life. At that tender age, dinner became more than food; it became a family gathering
where everyone talked about their day. Melina loved that. She got hooked on fine food and
hospitality, and that comes through in her terrific new cookbook, Olive & Thyme, named after not
only her own restaurant, but for two ingredients whose vitality sums up Melina and her food.I
think the beauty of Olive & Thyme is stated so simply in its subtitle: “Everyday Meals Made
Extraordinary.” This is a book you will actually cook from. It’s not like the Noma cookbook. Or
even some of mine, which are—hopefully—fun to thumb through but daunting to cook from.Olive
& Thyme has familiar dishes, but ones that are given, with often just a simple extra addition, a jolt
that enlivens them. Check out the lemon turkey sandwich, a recipe that defines this cookbook.
The key to it is simply the addition of preserved lemons. It takes a routine dish and elevates it to
a different level.And that is what I like so much about the book: familiarity, jazzed up. But not with
an entire horn section or an orchestra of strings. Sometimes all it takes is a few silky notes from a
sax or the soulful tinkle of the ivories. Or some chopped thyme and a few good olives.Here’s to
Melina Davies and her soulful take on dishes your family will cherish.



Nancy Silverton is the chef and owner of the Mozza restaurants and Chi Spacca, as well as the
author of Chi Spacca, The Mozza Cookbook, and other books. She is a four-time winner of the
James Beard Award.IntroductionThe Power of a Good Meal with Family & FriendsFor me, the
foundation of cooking always started with family.When I was a young child, my family was forced
to emigrate at the start of the Iranian Revolution. We were among the luckier ones. My father was
a partner at a large construction company that built projects for the Iranian government, and he’d
heard rumblings that the revolution was near. Without hesitation, he sent my two older brothers
to boarding school in Switzerland and then sent my mother and me to London. We had to leave
everything behind: our family, our friends, our home, and all of the possessions that my parents
had worked so hard to provide for us. Along with so many others, our lives changed dramatically.
It was a couple of years before my father was able to leave Iran to be with my mother and me. My
brothers rejoined us when we found ourselves safely in Los Angeles, a place where we had
neither family nor connections and barely spoke the language. My father was hired as an
engineer at Parsons International Engineering in Pasadena, and my mother, who never had
worked, desperately tried to find any job she could get to help my father in rebuilding our lives.
Eventually they were able to save up enough to buy a small dry-cleaning business in Beverly
Hills, one that my mother still runs to this day.My parents worked endless hours to create a new
life for us. As a result, I rarely saw them. In Iran, we had every meal together and spent countless
hours around the table filled with family, friends, and conversation. In Los Angeles, we were a
family I barely recognized. I was a latchkey kid, often alone while my parents were at work and
my brothers, nine and ten years older than me, were busy with their own lives. Instead of
watching Scooby-Doo like my school friends, I became deeply absorbed in cooking shows,
specifically those of Julia Child and Jacques Pépin. When I watched Julia and Jacques cook, I
got a tiny taste of that familial warmth that I so missed from my early childhood.Julia and
Jacques weren’t my real family, of course, but they gave me an idea. And so at the age of eight, I
started cooking for my family, in the hope that sharing that feeling of warmth might spread and
maybe even get us around the table together again. I crossed my fingers—and it worked. Even if
my parents worked until late in the evening and arrived home too tired to even talk, they were
happy to see dinner waiting, proudly prepared by little me. They would join me at the table, and
after a warm meal and a couple of words, shake off some of the stress from the day. Seeing their
reactions as they took a moment to rest and enjoy these meals brought me so much joy and
comfort. We were back together, connecting in the way I’d missed so much.Ever since this
discovery, cooking has been my passion. I never thought, however, that it would lead to my
career. After college, I found success in the movie business, but I was always drawn back to my
love of food. I threw myself into cooking at home and hosting friends while becoming a loyal
customer of some of LA’s best restaurants. Finally, in 2011, with the support of my husband,
Christian, my father, and some of our closest friends, I put all of our savings into opening our first
Olive & Thyme. We gave that little mom-and-pop our all and watched it grow from the blood,
sweat, and tears we put into it. Nine years, two children, and two restaurants later, we have



created restaurants that connect the community with our passion for real relationships and great
food—and the incredible and rewarding experience of blending the two together.My philosophy
behind Olive & Thyme is simple: quality ingredients that are fresh, natural, and local—all put
together with love. All of our recipes have been handcrafted from experiences in my life, drawn
from family recipes and people who inspire me. At Olive & Thyme, nothing is frozen; everything
is made fresh daily. I don’t believe in compromising quality for my family, and that principle
carries into my restaurant family as well.In those early years of hosting dinner parties and
carrying on my parents’ tradition of family Sunday, which always involved good meals, I found
myself in the kitchen the entire time. I came to realize that this was defeating the whole point of
inviting people into my home: to connect with my guests and help them connect with one
another. I had to get more organized so I could actually be present with my friends and family,
and I wasn’t opposed to reducing the stress of cooking complicated recipes either. I set out to
simplify some of my favorite recipes while keeping their essential flavor profiles. I figured out my
shortcuts, which I share in these pages. At the heart of this is the reason for all that I do—you
have to be present, or what’s the point?I’ve always believed that no matter what you do in life,
good food, wine, and music can make you a family. It’s a myth that making beautiful food and
entertaining with style has to be complicated, expensive, and stressful. My goal with this book is
to inspire you and give you the tools to gather around the table more often with the people you
love, share delicious food and wine, listen to great music, and celebrate one another and the
simple pleasures of life, whether it’s a quick dinner for two or a party for two dozen.The farmers’
market dictates what I cook. I let it inspire what I’m going to make for my family for the week and
what to source for the restaurant. It’s also a great place where I can teach my children the
importance of supporting local farmers and the benefits of eating organic, fresh food.

DaySunday is my favorite day. Early Sunday mornings mean sleepy kids with wild bedheads,
making breakfast together, and watching their latest performances in our kitchen. We take the
kids to the farmers’ market and teach them about fresh produce and what’s in season, picking
out whatever is at its peak. I let our market goods determine the menu for the week and start to
think about what to make for dinner that evening. My best dishes come from letting the season
decide the plate, and I love the philosophy of cooking what is both seasonal and local.The rest
of the day moves slowly and organically, as lunch turns into dinner while family and friends flow
in and out of our home. Visitors sit around the table and chat or hang out by the pool watching
the kids swim while I spend my time in my kitchen, popping out to talk in between chopping and
stirring. This is where I find my true joy—with a glass of wine in my hand and some Tom Petty in
the background, my kitchen is my happy place. On a rare occasion, my husband and I get a
morning to ourselves, but the theme remains the same. Whatever day it is, this is the quality time
that feeds my passion for everything that I do. Special occasions, such as baby showers or
birthday parties, can require a bit more structure, but this isn’t what I call “work”—this is what
fuels me.BREAKFASTBRUNCHLUNCH



BreakfastButtermilk BiscuitsFresh PreservesGranolaFruit ParfaitsOatmealArugula, Bacon &
White Cheddar QuicheArugula SaladLemon DressingStrawberry Banana SmoothieBlueberry
Pistachio SmoothieGreen Boost SmoothieIced Matcha BlastButtermilk BiscuitsThere are few
things in this world more gluttonous than a homemade buttermilk biscuit. Right out of the oven,
they are crisp on the outside, fluffy on the inside, and flake apart as you rip them open to stuff
with butter and preserves. There’s nothing more satisfying than watching the steam rise out of a
fresh biscuit while your butter melts into it!Makes 10 to 12 biscuits1½ sticks (12 tablespoons)
unsalted butter3½ cups all-purpose flour (I prefer King Arthur), divided1 tablespoon kosher salt1
tablespoon sugar½ teaspoon baking soda1 tablespoon baking powder1¼ cups buttermilk2 egg
yolks2 tablespoons heavy creamPreheat the oven to 400°.Cut butter into 6 2-tablespoon slices
and return to the refrigerator to keep cold until needed.In a large mixing bowl, add 3 cups flour,
salt, sugar, baking soda, and baking powder. Whisk together until thoroughly combined.The
remaining steps need to be completed in a timely manner to prevent the butter from getting
warm, which is key to having flaky biscuits.Remove butter from the refrigerator and add the
pieces to the flour mixture. Using a pastry cutter, press down and use a slight rocking motion to
push the butter into the flour. Continue to cut the butter until the largest pieces of floured butter
are nickel size, about 1½ minutes.Using a wooden spoon, mound the floured butter mixture in
the center of the bowl. Slowly add the buttermilk, stirring gently to incorporate, just until it’s all
blended but no longer; you do not want to overwork the dough.Sprinkle 3 tablespoons flour onto
a cool, nonporous work surface; sprinkle 3 tablespoons flour on your hands to avoid sticking. Lift
out all of the dough with your floured hands and place it on the floured worksurface. Using your
hands, press and mold into an 8-by-8-inch square. Lightly dust the top of the dough with 1
tablespoon flour (to prevent your hands from sticking) and fold the dough over from front to back,
leaving you with an 8-by-4-inch rectangle. Fold the dough once again lengthwise, so you have a
4-by-4-inch square.Sprinkle 1 tablespoon flour onto a rolling pin. Using the floured pin, roll the
dough to 1 inch thick. The dough should be an approximate 10-by-10-inch square. Cut out the
biscuits with a 2¾-inch cookie cutter. After cutting out 9 biscuits, gently reincorporate remaining
dough by molding it into a square and folding it over twice again. Press to 1 inch thick and cut 2
to 3 more biscuits. After all the biscuits are cut, place them on a parchment-lined plate in the
freezer for 30 minutes to harden the butter. DO NOT SKIP THIS STEP.To make the egg wash,
whisk together egg yolks and heavy cream in a small mixing bowl until thoroughly combined. Set
aside.When chilled, remove biscuits from the freezer, place them on a parchment-lined baking
sheet, and brush them with the egg wash. Place the sheet on the middle rack of the oven and
bake until golden brown, 15 to 20 minutes. Serve warm with Fresh Preserves (recipe follows),
honeycomb, and butter.Fresh PreservesThe best thing about making Fresh Preserves, other
than how easy it is, is that you can make them with literally any fruit you want. It doesn’t have to
just be strawberry! You can use any other berries or stone fruits. I love adding herbs and citrus to
mine. I like to make this on a day when I’m home relaxing and not in a rush to be anywhere.
While not complicated, preserves take a while to cook and need some attention from time to



time.Makes 3 cups4 pounds strawberries, stems removed4 cups granulated sugarJuice of 1
lemon1 tablespoon lemon zest1 sprig fresh rosemary, placed in an herb sachet1 24-ounce
sterile mason jarPlace strawberries, sugar, lemon, and zest in a large saucepan. Set heat to low
and bring to a simmer. Simmer for 1 hour, stirring occasionally so the fruit doesn’t burn, and then
add rosemary in the herb sachet. Cook for another hour, still stirring from time to time. Remove
the rosemary sachet and simmer for an additional 40 minutes.Remove preserves from heat,
transfer to mason jar, and set aside to cool before sealing tightly. Store in the refrigerator for up
to 1 year.GranolaBest granola in town, hands down. It’s good with milk, on yogurt, on ice cream,
or by itself. Not everyone is a big fan of coconut, myself included, but its creaminess really works
with this recipe.Makes 6 cups1 cup plain cashews¾ cup shredded coconut1 cup shaved
almonds1¼ cups old-fashioned oats¼ cup canola oil½ cup brown sugar½ cup 100% maple
syrup½ teaspoon kosher salt¾ cup dried cherriesPreheat the oven to 250°.Place cashews,
coconut, almonds, and oats in a large bowl and mix gently until thoroughly incorporated.In a
medium mixing bowl, add canola oil, brown sugar, maple syrup, and salt and whisk until
thoroughly incorporated. Pour over the dry oat mixture and gently mix with a spatula until coated.
Transfer the mix to 2 parchment-lined baking sheets, being careful not to crowd the granola, and
bake until golden, 75 to 80 minutes. Check every 20 minutes and stir with a wooden spoon.
Remove from oven and set aside to cool.Once it has cooled, return granola to a large mixing
bowl, add the dried cherries, and toss with a wooden spoon. Store in a tightly sealed glass
container for up to 2 weeks.Fruit ParfaitsWhat I love about fruit parfaits is how versatile they are:
perfect for a cup on the go, beach picnics, quick family breakfasts, entertaining, and brunches.
Your fruit can be prepped the night before, and the parfaits can be assembled in the morning to
save time. They’re a real crowd-pleaser—everybody loves parfaits! They offer a beautiful
presentation that is easy to put together in no time.Serves 88 6-ounce jars or cups2½ cups
Greek yogurt, divided1 cup clover honey, divided1½ cups Granola (recipe on page 23), divided1
cup blueberries1 cup raspberries1 cup blackberries 8 sprigs fresh mintAdd ¼ cup yogurt to each
jar or cup. Top each with 2 tablespoons honey, and then add ¼ cup Granola to each. Sprinkle
berries on top of the Granola (about 8 berries per jar or cup). Top each with a dollop (about 1
tablespoon) of yogurt, garnish with a mint sprig, and serve.OatmealThis is a perfect example of
how to elevate a simple dish into something special. The dried cherries sweeten the oatmeal
while adding a touch of bright tartness. If you can’t find dried cherries or prefer a little sweetness
over tartness, use dried cranberries instead.Serves 43 cups milk2 cups quick-cooking oats1 cup
dried cherries1 cup roasted shaved almonds½ cup dark brown sugarPlace a saucepan over
medium-high heat and add milk, bringing it to a light simmer. Turn the flame down to low. With a
wooden spoon, stir in the oats. Simmer, stirring occasionally, until thickened, 10 to 12
minutes.Remove from the heat, add dried cherries and almonds, and stir together gently with a
wooden spoon. Transfer to a serving bowl and serve with a side of brown sugar.Arugula, Bacon
& White Cheddar QuicheA classic quiche is such a great go-to dish. Kids love them, they work
well for parties, they make for good leftovers, and you can change out the flavor ingredients



however you like. The combination in this recipe is a restaurant favorite, but feel free to
experiment, perhaps substituting tomatoes, feta, and spinach. I’m partial to brie and mushroom
myself—that’s my jam for brunch at home.It’s ideal to make your own crust from scratch, and I
have a simple recipe for that on page 163, but that’s not always realistic for home cooks who are
juggling family, work, and a busy life, so feel 100 percent free to buy a pre-made crust.Serves 61
9-inch pie crust, thawed if frozen (recipe on page 163)6 large eggs1½ cups heavy cream10 to
15 strips bacon, cooked and chopped1 cup shredded white cheddar1 cup chopped
arugulaPreheat the oven to 350°.Crack eggs into a medium mixing bowl and whisk them
together. Slowly pour in heavy cream and continue to whisk until thoroughly combined. Whisk in
chopped bacon, white cheddar, and arugula.Place the pie crust in its foil pie pan in the middle of
a baking sheet and pour mixture into the crust. Carefully place baking sheet on the middle rack
in the oven, keeping the quiche as level as possible as you move it.While the quiche bakes,
compose the Arugula Salad (recipe on page 31).After 45 minutes, remove quiche from the oven
and place on a cooling rack or counter to cool. Flip quiche out of its foil pie pan, slice, and serve
with Arugula Salad.
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Kelly Zajfen, “Incredible!. I knew we would love this book as we love the amazing food from her
restaurant, however I was beyond thrilled to find the most amazing recipes that were not only
delicious but easy to follow. I am so glad I ordered this cookbook! I grab it every chance I can!
OHHH and those cheese boards! You won’t regret the purchase.”

beachreader, “I wish i bought hard copy rather than Kindle edition. Beautiful photographs!
Fantastic recipes. If I had it to do over again, I would have purchased the hard copy for my
collection of cookbooks. I just don't like digital cookbooks.”

Lisa Steele of Fresh Eggs Daily, “What A Feast for the Eyes!. The concept of everyday meals
with a little pizzazz really is what prompted me to purchase this gorgeous cookbook, but it
honestly is so much more than I even anticipated. The photographs are beautiful, truly coffee
table worthy, but honestly, the recipes behind them are genius - and delicious. Three instant
favorites are the Avocado & Burrata Toast, Lox & Bagel Board and Butter Lettuce Salad with
Poached Eggs. It just goes to prove that a recipe doesn't need to be overly complicated nor
require obscure ingredients to be absolutely stunning and delicious. Very pleased with this
cookbook. It truly is well worth the price of admission!Lisa Steeleauthor of The Fresh Eggs Daily
Cookbook”

Kevin, “BEST PRACTICAL COOK BOOK EVER. I have been in the restaurant business over 30
years and love cook books. This one is so easy to follow. There pictures are inspiring...The love
for quality food just leaps off the pages.”

Abby Arad, “A must have for any hostess or chef. Truly a beautiful book with easy to follow
recipes and stunning pictures. I'll be giving this book as a holiday gift to my friends this year
(while obviously keeping a copy for myself).”

Ben Spector, “inspirational, accessible cooking for everyone with big flavor. I've been going to
Olive and Thyme in Riverside and begging for the Spicy Russian dressing recipe among
others.Melina is the heart and soul of the restaurant and community and her foods speaks to
it.Love love love this book!!”

Colleen Bates, “Inspirational and accessbile. It's really hard for a cookbook to hit that sweet spot
between aspirational/inspirational and accessible/everyday, and this book gets it exactly right.
The photos are gorgeous, the entertaining advice is smart and practical (even for those of us
who can't get llamas for their kids' next birthday party), and the recipes are straightforward and
uncomplicated, just more delicious than what I've made before. Do you really need another
recipe for mac 'n cheese? Yes, you do.”



The book by Melina Davies has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 47 people have provided feedback.
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